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T  TT?rHWTr.AL REPORT SUMMARY 

The objective of the research described in this report is to determine the 

feasibility of developing a recombining electron beam-excited plasma into a 

pulsed laser of exceptionally high peak power. Currently accepted theory 

indicates that this should be possible. 

Although a wide variety of recombination processes are known to occur in 

gaseous plasmas, it is only the relatively complex and unfamiliar collisionally- 

stabilized one which appears to hold promise for a lasing medium. As discussed in 

Section II. this process is optimized at high charge densities and relatively low 

energies, but is almost completely quenched in atomic systems which can participate 

in dissociative recombination. Theory predicts that in helium at charge densities 

of the order of lO^cm'3 collisionally-stabilized recombination should produce 

large inverted population of the resulting neutrals which would tend to radiate 

in the 2.0U to 0.3u wavelength region, provided the temperature of the electron 

swarm is kept low. It is this requirement which suggests that unlike conven- 

tional visible and UV lasers excited by electron beams, lasing action from 

recombination would be optimized in the afterglow period following the termi- 

nation of the beam. There is a considerable advantage in this fro« the view- 

point of fundamental collision cross-sections. In the conventional, directly- 

excited visible and UV systems over 95X of the beam energy is lost to th^ 

production of ionizstion not contributing to the laser output. In contrast 

and as detailed in Section II, theory has predicted that the subsequent colli- 

sionally-stabillzed recombination of the ions with electrons could provide a 
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mechanlsm for recovering some of this ionization energy with a resulting orders 

of magnitude Increase In the optical output. 

Both the available output energy and pulse duration depend strongly on the 

electron density, high values of which only become available from e-beam exci- 

tation at high neutral gas pressures. In this requirement lies the basic uncer- 

tainty in the approach since previous investigations of this type of charge 

neutralization have centered on neutral gas densities some 200 times less than 

the 20 atmosphere values which theory requires for significant radiative output. 

The research effort reported here has focused upon this recombination 

approach and the intent of the initial considerations have been to first pro- 

vide an additional test of theory in helium at an intermediate pressure of 

three atmospheres. From it can be directly determined the amount of light 

output, the lifetime of the recombination process, and whether or not popu- 

lation inversions were developed. 

During the current reporting period an electron beam-excited helium afterglow 

system, operating at 3 atmospheres and capable of modification to 20, was developed 

and Instrumented so that spectroscopic observation of transient emissions in the 

visible and near IR region could be made with 10 nanosecond resolution. Construc- 

tion details and system performance are presented in Section III. 

Technical results discussed in Section IV appear highly encouraging from 

the prrspective of the contract objectiva. In particular, it was determined that: 

1.  In the absence of laslng, incoherent emissions of the order of 0.1 

to 1.0 milli Joules/liter per pulse occurred in the afterglow of the 

3 atmospheres of helium at 7065, 6400 and 5875A. System efficiencies 

ran as high as 0.MX  even without laser action. 
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2.  Both the detailed functional forms and effective lifetimes of the 

spectral transients were consistent with the theory of collisionally- 

stabilized recombination as applied to an electron swarm at 1000oK 

effective temperature. Characteristic lifetimes of the radiating 

population were found to be about 75 nanoseconds at this pressure 

for the He, bands at 6400A and 4650A. The corresponding peak power 

0 

radiated incoherently at 6400A was 1A00 watts/liter. 

3.  Optical gain was inferred from measurements of time-resolved enhance- 

ment ratios in non-oscillating optical cavities resonant at the wave- 

lengths of the various prominent bands and lines. Positive gain was 

indicated for all transitions examined not terminating on metastable 

levels. Gain coefficients of the order of 0.05 per transit of the 
o 

afterglow were indicated for the helium lines at 6678 and 5875A. Peak 

gain coefficients of 0.16 and 0.17 per transit were measured for the 
0 o 

atomic line at 7065A and the molecular band at 6400A, respectively. 
o 

Unfortunately, the shorter wavelength band at 4650A terminated on a 

metastable level and showed an absorption coefficient of 0.23 per 

transit at this pressure. 

ImpUcations are that the 6400A transition can be lased when the afterglow 

chamber is fitted with Brewster-angle windows. Attempts to verify this indication 

will be made when the second afterglow chamber containing low-loss windows Is 

Installed. Its design will permit operation to 20 atmospheres of helium while 

maintaining system Integrity characteristic of ultra-high vacuum installation. 

Furthermore, as detailed In Section V, it Is indicated that as a consequence 

of operation at 20 atmospheres lifetimes will decrease to a few nanoseconds 
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with a consequent increase in both pulse energy and peak power. Still to be 

determined is whether lasing can actually be realized and if so whether the 

energy currently lost during the recombination to non-radiative channels of 

stabilization can be returned to an induced radiative channel. 

However, should theory continue to be validated, the feasibility of the 

recombination laser would, in fact, be established. In that case the consequent 

advantages inherent in the use of the recombination process would be expected 

to be: 

1) Visible to near-uv operating wavelengths. The principal molecular 

o o 
Rydberg series in He, extends from 6400A to 3680A. 

2) One output photon per ion. Most of the excitation energy in inert 

gases goes into ionization and overall efficiencies of 8% should be 

attained. 

3) Lifetimes for the source of population proportional to the inverse 

cube of the electron density. At 20 atmospheres pressure and an 

16 —3 
electron density of the order of 10 cm" , lifetimes of the order 

of 1.0 nanosecond should be realized. 

4) Scalable output energies. Of the order of 5 Joules/liter could be 

16 —3 
expected at electron densities of 10 cm . At electron densities 

17 -3 
of 10 cm  which are characteristic of 200 atmospheres pressures, 

50 Joules/liter would be expected in P. picosecond if the same electron 

temperature were maintained. 

5) Control of the precise temporal form of the output pulse. This can be 

controlled in principle by heating the recombining electrons and thus 

varying the rate of the population supply through its expected T  2 

dependence. 
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Evldently, the critical point in the course of this research in the 

immediate future lies in the realization of laslng action in one of the bands. 

Subsequent optimization would then be dependent upon extensive further research 

into the detailed steps and thermal economy of the recombination process. 
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II.  INTRODUCTION AND REVIEW 

Theory '    ' predicts the occurrence of extremely large inversions of 

populations in certain recombining high pressure plasmas. However, prior to 

the commencement of the research discussed here, such inversions had only been 

examined in low pressure helium afterglows. Indications based on those studies 

of collisionally-stabilized recombination were that it could in fact form the 

basis for a new type of laser of high power. In such a device the inversion 

of population would be produced as a consequence of particular ion-electron 

recombination processes in which the excited atomic or molecular states are 

sequentially populated, energetically speaking, from the top down. Although 

theory had predicted substantial consequent pair inversion ratios for almost 

a decade , the difficulties in obtaining recombination controlled plasmas of 

large volume, which at the same time were free from the competing effects of 

dissociative recombination, generally prevented the actual observation of such 

inversions. 

The process of collisionally stabilized recombination is a complex one 

occurring, essentially, in two composite steps, 1) capture of an electron by 

an ion and 2) subsequent stabilization. For example, in helium the sequences 

are the following: 

Capture processes 

He+ + 2e   t   He*(p) + e 

He + He + e t   He*(p) + He 

He + c -»■ He*(p) + hv 

Stabilization processes 

He (p) + e ^ He (q) + e    p > q 

He (p) + He ? He (q) + He  p > q 

He (p) -► He (q) + hv       P > q 

~"™™S«»''«W«SS!««S! 
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where He (p) denotes an excited helium atom with principal quantum number, p. 

The net result of the initial capture sequence is the establishment of 

a quasi-equilibrium distribution of population among the bound states whose 

ionization potential is less than a few KT for the electron gas. However, 

the total population within such states is usually small compared to the ion 

density and therefore do not represent a significant portion of the loss of 

ionization due to recombination. Subsequent stabilization can occur by 

successive collisional or radiative processes which tend to move population 

to states of greater ionization potential. When an element of population 

has been moved to a level of sufficiently high ionization potential, the rates 

for the inverse excitation processes are negligible and the stabilization is 

complete. It is during the course of this latter sequence of steps that 

substantial inversions of population should be produced. 

Of first importance to the evaluation of collisional radiative recombination 

as a process for populating inversions in a practical laser medium are its 

potential in terms of a) output wavelength and pulse energy, b) pulse duration, 

and c) efficiency. Consideration of each is reviewed in the following subsections; 

a) Output wavelength and pulse energy — an estimate for these parameters 

can be made by recognizing that first for a sufficiently high upper 

state the nearly degenerate sublevels are in thermal equilibrium at 

the electron temperature and secondly that most collision-induced 

changes of energy level result in only a unit change in principal 

2 
quantum level.  In other words, there is no effective pechanism 

by which the recombining electrons can avoid the upper state of the 

stimulated transition. Consequently, the least upper boundary on 
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the number of transitions per pulse which can be stimulated to emit 

Is the number of recombination events occurring In the afterglow 

period following each Ionizing pulse and plasma, Assuming competing 

losses of lonlzatlon can be suppressed, one photon could be obtained 

for each electron originally produced. Optimization of the energy 

available would occur by selecting a transition In a Rydberg series 

of the atom or molecule with principal quantum number as large as 

possible without elevating the energy Into the "quasl-equlllbrlum 

group" of levels mentioned above. In principal this means a photon 

of energy a few KT less than the greatest lonlzatlon energy found 

In the class of states having transitions to states with very short 

radiative lifetimes. Examples are found In Figures 1 and 2 which 

shows excited state ener^es for He and He2, respectively. In the 

3    3 former the most suitable series would be the n F -»■ 3 D commencing 
o 

at 1.07)j and converging at ^8190 A. In the latter species, he-, 

11 0 

the more favorable series, np ir   -► 2s Z  , ranging from 5130A to 
0 3+3 0 

3130A and ns E      ->■ 2p IT    ranging from 6400A to the convergence 
o 

limit at 3680A could be attempted. In these cases, Table I 

summarizes the consequent peak pulsed energy available in a 

recombinlng helium afterglow of 10  electron-ion pairs/cm . 
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Figure 1 

Energy level diagram of He. Energies of the excited states 
have been plotted relative to the ground state which Is off- 
scale to the bottom. Wavelengthc of the principal transitions 
have been Indicated. 
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(A») A9d3N3 

(,.«"3)  A9d3N3 
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Plgure 2 

Energy level diagram of He2. Valuea of energy characteristic 
of the equillbrlua internudear separation have been plotted 
relative to the lowest Detestable 2s3Eu

+ state. The ground 
state is lsaz2aaz  and strongly repulsive at these internudear 
separations. Wavelengths of the band origins of principal 
transitions have been indicated. 
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Toble £ 

Peak Pulsed Energies Available in Listed Transitions 

Wavelength Species State 
Quantua 

Efficiency 
Energy 

(Joule/liter) 

18700A 

8190A He 

A3P - 33D 

Uta n3P * 33D 

2.7Z 

6.2Z 

1.1 
2.4 

6400A He2 3s3i:u
+ - 2p3ng 8.6% 3.1 

S130A 

3680A 

He2 

He2 

3p1ng - as1^ 

11B M3£U
+ - 2p3ng 

10.8Z 

15.0X 

3.6 

5.4 

3130A He, lia np^g ■*• 29lt* 17.7X 6.3 

b)    Pulse duration — The pulse duration is acre difficult to estiaate 

froa theory.    In the first approxiaation the entire energy available 

to the lasing transition can be assuaed to be eaitted in a tiae coa- 

parable to the inverse of the recoobination rate.    Problea» result 

froa the paucity of aeasureaents of this rate for collisiooally- 

stabiliced recoobination.    For theoretical reasons, the effective 

two-body recoabination rate coefficient, defined for the ion X   by 

^ IX+J - -a(X+Hel ,        (1) 

2 7 is expected *    to have the fom 

« - Kal«HV300)"9/2 ♦ KM[Xl(Te/300)a (2) 

where [e] and (x) denote the concentrations of free eleecrons and 

neutral atoos respectively, T , the electron teaperature, and a is a 

coefficient which is undeterained at the present tiae. 
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7 8 9 Value« in cho Utorature * '   are aoaevhac acattdrad and anclraly 

confined to valuea of eleccron and neutral particle deositiea several 

ordora of sagnitude below those now obtainable with beaa-excited dia- 

dtarges.    In the abaence of sore appropriate valuea, the beat eatiaatea 

£or He    froa the literature would aeon to be 

a - 7 x 10"20Iel(TÄ/300)"9/2 + 10"27 
iMeJ .      (3) 

and for He. 

o - 1.5 x 10"20IeJ(y300)"9/2 + 1.5 x 10"27lHeJ .    (4) 

However, there ia aoaa evidence     that a sore senerallted sndel 

ia neceaaary and beat paraaeterited aa 

« - Kt«! n(T#/300)"9/2 (5) 

where n is a ftnction of presaure and 0 <n f.!. At 44.6 Torr prior 

aeaaureaeata over the range, J 

for Hc2 indicated a value of 

aeaaureaeata over the range, 1010 to 1012 ca'3, of electron denaitiea 

a * 2.8 x lO"11^]0,185 (6) 

where (e] ia again the electron denaity in unite of ca"3. 

In either case an equivalent exponentiel lifetiae «gainst 

recoebination, t, can be defined to be 

?"i 5]7j IT »+I - -«^ •   (7) 

The reaulting expected lifetiaea are aus^arited in Table It. 
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Table XI 

Lifacimos Against Racoabinacion 

»eclos [•1 Tc t 

(em'2) CK) (MC) 

B.4 1016 300 0.1A >t 10'12 

jQQO 0.44 x 10"8 

^ 
1016 300 1.0 x 10"12 

3Ü00 3.0 x 10"8 

Superficially it appears any lifatiae and hence pulse duration 

could be attained provided 1) the ionicetioo could be produced in a 

tioe short coapared to the output pulse and 2) the electron fe^>erature 

could be adjusted to a sufficiently low value in the so» tiae.    Unfor- 

tunately the electron tee^erature is not a free paraaeter, but is pre- 
ll 12 

dieted      '  '   to be controlled by the feedback of energy to the electron 

gas during the stabilizing collisions between excited ststes and the 

free electron».    Current theoty11 indicates a value In the range 

1500* - 1800*K would be appropriate for the 1016 c«'3 electrons in 

hellu« at STP.    Neverthsless it oust be recognised that such en eotl- 

oate Is based upon extrapolation of parasttters over «o many orders of 

bagnitude fro« aeasured values as to render the n^ne-halves power of 

the result to be of questionable value. 

c)    Efficiency — Although the quantu» efficiencies sueaarised in Table I 

are not extreaely laprnssive, the systea efficiencies expected for a 
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raconbinotion loaor should be limited primarily by these quantum 

efficiencies.    This results from an exceedingly effective use of 

electron beam energy.    Whereas in most e-beam excited laser systems, 

including Ng and Uj» waste of over 90X of beam energy lost in 

inelastic collisions occurs in the production of lonication as 

opposed to excitatio, , in the recoabination scheme, use is directly 

made of that Ionisation.    The minor occurrence of direct excitation 

appears  m waste in the postulated system.    Considering that about 

42.3eV of beam energy is expended in the production of a 24.SeV He* 

ion or 22.4eV He^ ion, system efficiencies of S8Z and 53Z, respectively, 

of the quantum efficiencies should be attainable.    This laplies that 

recoabination lasers should achieve overall effirlendes uf 5 to 10 

per cent. 

Nevertheless, at the point of Inception of the research reported 

here virtually all predictions were based on extrapolations of para- 

meterizations of recoabination processes obtained from studies at 

neutral pressures not substantially greater than 0.1 atmoophere and 

electron densities less than 10     cm   .    As expected, thq fastest 

recoabination llfetines reported had been of the order of tens of 

microseconds. 

Consequently,  the tactic was selected of constructing an electron 

beam excited afterglow system and through the use of time resolved 

spectroscopy characterising the recoabinatior. process in helium at an 

initial pressure of 3 atmospheres.    Subsequent extension of the preli- 

minary results to higher pressures are expected to provide the data 
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nocoaaory to achieve the overall objective of determlolng the 

feaalblllty of developing a reconi)ining electron-beam-excited 

plasma into a pulsed laser of exceptionally high peak power. 
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III.  EXPERIMENTAL METHOTl 

The objective of this program has been stated to be the evaluation of 

the potential utility to laser development of recombining high pressure helium 

plaanu*. There are several ways in which this could be done depending upon the 

actual characteristics such plasmas are found to have. In the preceding 

material these parameters were estimated theoretically on the basis of constants 

obtained from measurements spanning variable ranges many orders of magnitude 

below those of interest for this study. Should those extrapolations prove valid 

one would need only to build the laser and study the dependence of its power 

density on operating parameters. In fact the extrapolated values are such that 

the most likely pair of quantum levels for lasing could be found by simply 

observing which levels superradiate during the afterglow period following the 

ionising pulse applied at the pressure giving the highest total ionization. 

If, however, higher order terms which are not theoretically appreciated tend 

to interfere with the realization of the extrapolations, then these higher 

terms will need to be determined before optimization of the parameters can be 

attempted. 

In either case, the initial steps most clearly indicated have been the 

construction of an electron beam-excited, high pressure afterglow system followed 

by a survey of the time-resolved, spectrally resolved radiation from the plasma. 

The first can be conveniently considered from two aspects, plasma production 

and data acquisition. These together with a characterization of the resulting 

system are reported below. The subsequent spectral survey is considered in the 

following section. 
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a) Plasma Production ~ Figure 3 shows an overall view of the 

evolved design of the plasma system and e-beam gun. Version 1 

of the high pressure afterglow chamber (HPAC-1) is shown in 

the center of photograph. It is basically a welded stainless 

steel box having the schematic form of a horizontal cross with 

an additional downward leg serving as an inlet port. One pair of 

opposed arms is terminated by gasketed windows and the other pair 

contains the pi .ping port opposite to the e-beam window. Dimensions 

and construction details are found in Figure 4. 

HPAC-1 is clearly of limited utility and only designed to facilitate 

expeditious testing of measurement concepts concurrent with the design 

and fabrication of HPAC-2. Principal limitations on HPAC-1 result 

from the following factors: 

1) Study over a large pressure range is precluded by the 

relatively large span of the 1 mil e-beam window. 

2) Gas purity is limited by the gasketed construction of 

the windows which does not allow a complete bakeout and 

evacuation before back-filling with the high-pressure 

helium. 

3) Precise optical measurements are limited by the lack of 

Brewster angle windows. 

As planned, the limitations on HPAC-1 completely determine system 

performance at this stage of the investigation. The remainder of the 

ultra-high vacuum and gas inlet manifolds perform in a manner consonant 

with design projections for HPAC-2 and other highly evolved systems 

■'■■■■' ■•■'■■■ :--■:-.v-v y^r'.   . ' 
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Figure 3 

| Photograph of HPAC-1 (center) together with the electron 
beam gun to the left and the near-confocal optical cavity 
to the front and rear center. 
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Figure 4 

Drawing of the High Pressure Afterglow Chamber (HPAC) 
showing construction details. 
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anticipated In later stages of the program. Figure 5 shows a view of 

the vacuum and gas handling system and Figure 6 schematically outlines 

Its functions. All standard components are Varlan 2 In. UHV grade. 

The portion enclosed In dotted lines Is bakeable to 400oC while the 

part In dashed lines Is an addition to be Impleoenced with HPAC-2 to 

provide accurate pressure measurement without contamination. 

System Integrity was such that after a mild bakeout with heating 

tapes a pressure of 2 x lO"8 Torr could be maintained In the dump tank 

while the valve to HPAC-1 was open. Final verification was obtained 

with a commercial helium leak detector which failed to show any 

detectable leaks. 

After evacuation, the chamber was valved off from the pump and 

filled through the Inlet port with helium of high Initial purity, 

further conditioned by passing It at the fill pressure through a mole- 

cular sieve trap cooled to liquid nitrogen temperatures. Bureau of 

Mines analyses of cylinders of similar grade have shown one or two 

ppm non-condensable, Inert (neon) Impurity and It Is believed that 

this figure represents the purity attained with this system. As will 

be discussed in the following section, this treatment sufficed to reduce 

all Impurities below the threshold of spectroscopic detection. Should 

the need arise in future stages, several cylinders of <0.2ppm inert 

impurity have been obtained. Further improvement to parts in 109 can 

be achieved if necessary through low-pressure cataphoresis followed 

by recompression. This latter is a tedious and expensive step and will 

be implemented only if necessary. 
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Flgure 5 

Photograph of the e-beaa gun and KPAC-1 to the left, front 
and the UUV vacuum support syateia to the rear. 
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Figure 6 

SchWMtlc r«pr««.nt«tloo of ehe «fV v.cuu« and M«ocl«t«d 
go. httdllng «ytcMi.   Tbt doecad lino, «ocloi« ror"«« 
^.^ot0;    S dM5fld lln" -clo.. IdMuoiHo Mt nvotco CO be  ioplcwmtod vtittn HPAC-2  In  iMtallod. 
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Tbe prvnary Ionisation la produced by a nosinal 0.5 HaV eloctron 

beaa ontarlng tb« UPAC tbrougb a 0.001 loch cblck dtanlua foil.   Tba 

boAM 1« produced by a Field Eklaaloa Corp. 706 e-beaa gun which can 
it 

oait 2 x 10     eleccrona per 3-oanotecond pulae.    Divergence of the 

beaa la reported to ba 30* ao that at a Uiecaoce t, novaal to the 

window« there can be expected to be 

N   ■• 1.5 x 1014I1 + 0.8U i 0.165t2l"1 ,        (8) 

2 
prioary electrona per cm   lncid«nt upon the ttPAC beaa window.    Proa 

valuea of average range, energy expended per loo-alectron pair, aad 

gae denelty, an average charge aultlpllcatlon factor in hellua of 

M • 15.6 ca^ata"1 ,       (9) 

can be conputed. 

The prelinlnary diagnostic d?.a dlacuaaed in the following section 

waa obtained at a hellua pressure of 3 ata. with the e-beaa gun located 

a diatance of 7 ca froa the afterglow chaaber.    For theae paraaetera 

the initial hellua Ion concentration ahould be 

I+J -w 5 x 10W ca"3 .        (10) 

For purpoaea of the aubsequent calculation of effldenclea an 

expreaalon for the input energy to the afterglow froa the beaa la 

uaeful. Conaldering the apecified beaa energy of 4.8 Joules and 

range of 450 ca/ata at the 60X power of 300 KeV, the average beaa 
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enargy daposltad In the plasaa It 

Ejj - 11 x (1 + 0.8U + 0.16512]'1 .        (11) 

• 
Better values for thete parataeters are contingent upon calibration 

of braa currant and divergence but It is believed that the Interrua use 

of these approxioations are consonant vith the current allocation of 

priorities in this project, as well as consistent with the accuracy 

of the preliminery data reported in the following section. 

Severel inetructive probleas were encountered with the initial 

operation of the syetea. Both RF1 and X-ray noiae were - :trcac and 

cxtcnuivc protective oeasures were necessitated. Nested enclosures 

were constructed to suppress counting from the inneraost, the RF1, 

X-rays, and RF1 again. The Innenaost enclosure consisted of a copper 

bellows asseably bolted to the face of the e-gun and grounding through 

apring contact to the aounting ring supporting the foil window. 

Blocking the pesssge In ehe bellows was a .004" thick Mylar disk 

placed to protect the face of the e-gun froa ehe possible back-ejection 

of aaterial froa the foil window. 

Surrounding the HPAC-1, together with the evacuation tube and 

valve to the duap chaaber was a 1/16" lead enclosure with open ports 

to allow access to the optical windows end bellows connecting to the 

e-gun. Additional 0.5" lead plates were positioned in strategic 

locations to shadow the external instruaentetion and operators. 

The outensost, and aost coaplete RF1 shield consisted of 5 sides 

of a welded aluainua cube approxiaately one aeter on e side. It 
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can be lowered onto an aluminum base plate lying uinder the asbestos 

base of the bakeout oven. Electrlcel contact between the case and 

base Is assured by commercially available RF1 gasketlng. All gas 

inlets and vacuum lines through the base were grounded to base by 

sealing them to the base at the point of penetration with RF1 gaskets. 

Contact between the penetrating tapered output end of the e-gun and 

the case is made with a sliding RF1 gasket, the only unprotected 

openings through the enclosure are the two opposed circular ports 

centered on tha same optical axis as the windows of the HPAC. Since 

there are no significant asymmetries or conductive penetrations 

through these holes, RF1 radiated from them is at a minimum level 

and one which was found to be acceptable to the external instrumentation. 

b) Data Acquisition — At this stage of investigation, the primary data 

is spectral. At 3 atmospheres pressure with a transverse optical 

axis intensities are relatively low overall. Two high-aperature 

spectroscopic systems have been found useful, an f/2 camera-spectrograph 
o 

with about 300A/nn dispersion at the film plane, and an f/A, 0.25 meter 

spectrometer with the exit slit removed to give about 100A resolution. 

The spuctrogr/iph was employed primarily to obtain the time-integrated 

spectra of the e-beam afterglow for the purpose of locating features of 

interest, as well as serving as an impurity monitor. Pour pulses at 

the maximum beam energy were required for a useful exposure on Tri-X 

film developed to an ASA equivalent index of 2400. 

The 0.25 m spectrometer was used with a nine stage RCA-C31025C 
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photomultiplier to obtain the transient, intensity response for a 
o 

particular 100A wavelength region. The useable region of sensitivity 
o        o 

extended from 3000A to 8500A. The photomultiplier risetime of 1.5 

nanosecond insured the transient intensity could be monitored with 

nanosecond resolution if adequate recording techniques were used. 

Intensities were such that typical signals were in the range of 

0.1 to 1.0 volts into 50fl with decay times in the range of a few x 

,«-8 -7 
10 sec. to a few x 10 sec. 

This suggested the use of a Biomation 8100 transient recorder 

which provides the 8-bit digitization of input signals not less than 

0.05 volts for full scale conversion over 2048 time increments of at 

least 10 nanoseconds each. The device will be directly interfaced to 

the data acquisition computer currently serving the University's 

Atomic Physics group. Future refinements are under construction to 

give 300 psec resolution for at least the first 16 points. 

Calibration of the 0.25 m spectrometer and detection system was 

accomplished by comparison to a standard of irradiance traceable to 

NBS. Detection sensitivities which calibrated the power at the spectrometer 

entrance slit to voltage at the 8100 input ranged from 20y watts/volt at 
o o 

8800A to 12\i watts/volt at 6700A decreasing to 22\i  watts/volt at 
o 

4000A.    The rather low sensitivity in the violet was primarily a 
o 

consequence of the 6000A blaze wavelength of the grating, chosen to 

enhance the usually depressed red-sensitivity of most fast detection 

systems. A consideration of geometrical factors and volume sampled 

gave an overall calibration depending on wavelength which equated 
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between one end two Wlowett/Uter of incoherent power radiated fro. 

the e-beat. afterglow to 1 volt of detected signal. 

The addition to the eyete. of an external optical cavity co„talnlne 

HPAC-1 and having coincident optical axle with It has perwltted the 

prellnlnary Inference of optical gain from „easure^nts of the enhance- 

-ent of certeln apectral featnres observed In the optical cavity.    The 

cavity supporting these „easurcents Is a sub-concentrlo geometry 

loosed by the svallsblllty of mirrors and the physical dimensions of 

the shielded system.    The measurements discussed In the following 

section were obtained with multi-layer dielectric mirrors of maximum 

available reflectivity over the 6000 to 700oI region,    other mirror 

sets are available but detallad examinations at 3   ..mospheres have 

been currently confined to the red region. 

A preliminary charaoterlxatlon of the 3-atmosphare e-beam afterglow 

in helium has been obtained with the system as described.    Pesults are 

presented in the following section.    Installation of the more advanced 

HPAC-2 is in progress and the greater pressure rauga afforded will be 

coupled with a detailed examination of the recombination processes in 

a manner guided by the following preliminary results. 
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IV.  TECHNICAL RESULTS 

Preliminary values have been obtained for the most important diagnostic 

parameters characterizing the e-beam afterglow excited in 3 atmospheres of 

helium with the previously described system. Principal parameters considered 

in this initial work with HPAC-1 were a) output wavelengths, b) recombination 

lifetimes and peak power levels, c) incoherent output efficiencies, and d) 

inferred optical gains. Each is considered in the following subsections: 

a) Output wavelengths — Figure 7 presents a survey spectrum of the 

visible region made with the f/2 spectrograph. Long wavelengths 

are to left. The upper spectrum is a comparison spectrum of a d.c. 

recombination source in helium at 3 Torr. Its purpose is to provide 

a reference for the He2 spectrum which is generally difficult to obtain 

from commercial spectral sources. The lower spectrum is a composite 

of four pulses of e-beam afterglow in helium at 3 atmospheres 

and the atomic helium spectrum from a commercial source super- 

imposed over the lower 1/3 of the strip. Exposure of the lower 

strip was at an aperature of f/2 on Tri-X film developed to an equi- 

valent ASA index of 2400. The appearance of the upper, reference, 

He- spectrum is what would be considered "regular" in the literature 

being characteristic of a cool ('\'500oK) recombination spectrum of 

+ 11 3 
He. at about 10  electrons/cm and a negligibly low neutral gas 

pressure. 

Principal features have been indentified below the spectra and 

term values referenced can be identified from Figure 2.     If the 
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Flgure 7 

Survey spectrum of the visible region made with an f/2 
spectrograph. Long wavelengths are to the left. The 
upper spectrum is a comparison spectrum of a d.c. recom- 
bination source in heli- - at 3 Torr. The lower spectrum 
is a composite of four ^alses of the e-beam afterglow in 
helium at 3 atmospheres and the atomic helium spectrum 
from a commercial source superimposed over the lower 1/3 
»)£ the strip. Exposure of the lower strip was at an 
aperature of f/2 on Tri-X film developed to an equivalent 
ASA index of 2400. 
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Intensltles of the spectrum of the e-beam afterglow are qualitatively 

normalized to the usually dominant emissions from the reference 

spectrum of He-, namely the triplet 3d complex at 5950, 5880 and 
0 

5730A, then the following transitions appear anamolously enhanced: 

1. the 3s3Z + + 2ph    at 6400A 
U      8 

2. the 3dh   + 2pha  at 6250A and 

3. the transitions from the 4d complex to the pa level at 
o 

6130 and 6100A. 

Remaining hands appear at relative intensities which could be reasonably 

expected from radiative and collisional cascading in the course of the 

stabilization of the collisional-radiative recombination of He2
+. This 

is the cascading discussed in Section II. Of course such comparisons 

are quite qualitative and dependent upon subjective average over a 

considerable variety of low pressure helium recombination spectra. 

Nevertheless, the three features cited above are quite enhanced. 

The first and third represent transitions which in a sense compete 

with the normally intense 3-d complex. As can be seen from Figure 2, 

the third is equivalent to a short-circuit from principal quantum 

level 4 to 2 bypassing the "normal" stabilization current which tends 

to relax captured electrons from one principal quantum level at a 

step. The first can be rationalized as a transition from a state 

benefitting from one of the "fine-tuning" effects of collisional 

stabilization which tend to move bound elect-ron populations back and 

forth between angular momentum sublevels corresponding to the same 

principal quantum number. It is this effect which, as discussed in 
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Section II.. would allow a laslng transition to capture virtually 

all of the stabilizing electron current between principal quantum 

levels. In the case of the 6400A transition the particular 

radiating sublevel lies at a somewhat lower energy, ^0.22eV, than 

the d-complex and should show a gain of population relative to the 

d-complex when the electron density is high and such "lateral- 

collisions are frequent. 

No such ready explanations appear for the enhancement of the 

singlet feature and underscore the caution with which all such a priori 

interpretations of the preliminary data must be viewed. Nevertheless, 

the first and third features are not inconsistent with the gross adjust- 

ments expected for the collisional recombination processes in the course 

of extrapolation over orders of magnitude of electron density. 

Also evident in Figure 7 are serious impurity problems. The 

relatively prominent feature around 4300A is clearly a member of the 

First Negative series of N/. This is a selectively enhanced scries 

generally excited in helium afterglows14 by the charge transfer reaction 

He2
+ + N2 H. 2He + N2

+*(B2Eu
+) 

(12) 

and provides a very sensitive test for air leakage. At the time of 

this particular spectra a weld had broken with the subsequent unrecog- 

nized degredation of system integrity. After repairs, such spectra 

were used to periodically monitor system purity. 

An instructive problem was encountered in the interpretation of 

the spectral data of Figure 7 in that it was known that the particular 
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film which had been used suffered from a sharp cut-o££ of ienaitlvlty 

somewhere In the region of 6400A. This Is In fact suggested by eh« 

virtual absence of features to the red of the 6400A band. 

Figure 8 shows the same spectra as Figure 7 with two excepLions, 

(1) the absence of contaminants, and (2) the use of Eastman 2485 film 

with extended red sensitivity developed to an ASA index of 8000. There 

is, of course, an immediately evident problem in that forcing the film 

speed has cost the extensive diffusion of the image. A more subtle 

problem is that the high resulting gamma of the film makes it u 

approximate square-law detector in which a proportionate increase In 

incident intensity is recorded as a squared increase in film density. 

Nevertheless, the extren« cnhencement of the 6A00A is now quite obvious, 

resulting from either the greatly reduced insensltivlty of the film at 

this wavelength, or the lack of possible quenching by impurity molecules. 

In addition the analogous singlet band as1! * 2p12 at 6590A is 

seen to be strongly enhanced. The atomic lines at >065A, 33S ♦ 23P; 

6678, 3*0 - 2^; join the 5875A transition, 33D - 23P as being the 

only atomic lines of appreciable intensity. In this figure the super- 

Imposed reference spectrum covers the top 1/3 of the «trip. The 

possible cause for enhancertent of these three atomic helium line« or 

the converse quenching of all others remains obscure. As will be 

discussed in the following material each, in addition, show« an 

anamolous lifetime. 

Calibration of the film against exposures of the standard lamp 

were attempted but the reciprocity failure of the film made the result« 
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Plgur« 8 

Survey •pectrtm of the visibl« region node vith an f/2 
•peccrograph on Ella with extended red eeneltlvity. Long 
wavelength» are to the left. The lower apectrua la a 
coa^arlaon «pectrua of a d.c. recoBblnatlon aouree of 
hellua at 3 Torr. The upper apectrua 1» a coapoalte of 
four pulaea of the e-beaa afterglow In hellua at 3 at»o- 
spherea and the atoalc hellua apectrua froa a cosawrclal 
source auperl^oaed ewer the upper «alddle 1/4 of the 
atrip. Exposure of the upper atrip waa at an aperature 
of f/2 on Eaataan 2485 flls developed to an Asa Index 
of 8000. 
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of doubKftil value.   Tho phocMleetrie MAaur«aMM diieusMd belw 

fixed the peek power of ctra 6W0A feeture to be UOO weece/ilcer, a 

value found to be about half the correapendtng loteoeity of the 

5875A peak.   The greater apparent brightneee on the flguree of the 

latter ie a cooaequenee of It« auch greater llfetiae. 

b)   Heco^inetioe lifetiaee and peak power — Figure 9 ehowe e recon- 

atructioo of the tim evolution of a eiagle pulsed excitatioe of the 

6400A feature ia the »-be*^ afterglow «t 3 atev^phen a.    Displayed 

ie the acope output of tlife traaaieat twcorder which cooaiata of 

coatiauously refreahed replays of the atcred traaaieat.    As discussed, 

s direct coooection to a data acquiaitioo ^osputer is being inplvawnted 

to allow for the output of the digital iaage of the stored traaaieat. 

Seile of the data of rigare 9 la 200 aaaosecoads per horiaontal 

division and 270 watts/liter pet vertical divialoa.   This particular 

feature tended to saturate the photoouitiplier and the data *Hmm 

was obtained with a 1.0 neutral density filter, the scale beiag 

adjusted accordingly.    As will be ««n thia general type of decay 

was found to be typical of the recoabioation e»l»aiona fro« the 

He, syatcn». 

To determine the apparmt functional fern of direct eacitatioa 

of the radiatiag level during the 3 naaoaecond e-bean pulse, observa- 

tion waa attempted of the traasieat ettisaion fron a state optically 

connected to the groiaod IS state of atonic heliun.   The ground 

2      2^ lao 2so (l£f ) state of Be, la strongly repulsive sts4 unavailable 
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11,««* #«***22---- 

Figur« 9i    tlaw «voluti«» of a „iflgl« p«iA^ eÄcaatioo of Ute 6400A 
band  In the «-bean, atlntgim at  J atmosphere« ot hellua. 
Scale» are 200 flaaoBecwds per hoM«otttai division and 270 
watts/liter per vertiral division,    t^ta she«m ua« obtained 
with a 1.0 neutral den^itjr filter with the «»«ale adjusted 
accordingly. 
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for dlract excifcacloa. Plguro 10 «hows th« roiultlng »eaaureeont 

of the eaiaiion of th« 3T» ■♦ 2 S transition In ntomic hellua at S015A* 

The horizontal acala la again 200 nanoieconda par division and th« 

vortical acala la 25.6 watta/Utar par vertical dlviaion, th« aoit 

aanaitiv« acala currently aveilabl«. Only th« Initial apika taiaporally 

sapping th« aystea raapona« to the 3 nanosecond beaa excitation ia 

aigoificant. The reaalnder of the trace ia a result of RF1 escaping 

fro» the nested «ncloaurea. 

A typical «xaaple of an ealsslon shoving a coabinatlon of direct 

e-beaa, and recoablnatlon «xcitation ia found in the data of Figur« 11. 

3   3 
In this flgur« th« «niaaloo of th« 3 5*2? line of atonic hellua at 

706SA la recorded on a horltontal acala of 200 nanosaconds/divislon 

by 81 watts/LUor p«r division vsrtically. While the upper 3 S atate 

of this tranaitloo Is optically forbidden to the ground ITJ state and 

hence an unlikely condldat« for ««citation by th« prlaary eisetrona, 

it doaa hav« a noo-t«ro cross ssetloo for secondary «l«ctrons which 

oight be expected to have energies near the threshold for excitation 

of this systea. Host probably the situation here is analogous to the 

«xcitation of the tt, C-state In the «-b«aa H. lasar. That state ia also 

optically forblddon to th« ground S-stat« and as a consequence is only 

weakly excited by the Higher energy priaary electrons but strongly 

ftxcit«d by th« secondary «l«ctroos whos« energy lies only slightly 

above the excitation threshold. 

Detailed exaaluation on an expanded line  base of tSe leading edges 

of the ftol«culer ealssions as typified by the one at 6tOOA show no 
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Flgurc 10: Tins evolution ot a single pulüed excicacion of the S01SA 
line which shows only a  cosponent due to direct e-beaa 
excitation. Scale» are 200 nanoseconds per horizontal 
division and 25.6 watts/liter per vertical division. 
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Figurc 11: Time evolution of a single pulsed excitation of the 7065A 
line which shows both an early component due to excitation 
from enereetic secondary electrons and a later recombination 
component. Scales arc 200 nanoseconds per horizontal divi- 
sion and 81 watts/liter per vertical division. 
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evidence of a component of e-beara excitation either by primary or 

secondary electrons as would be expected from the absence of a stable 

He2 ground state. Rather the leading edge shows a rise time consistent 

with the decay of the component of the 7065A excitation inferred to be 

due to the secondary electrons. This also is consistent with a simple 

model which requires the secondary electrons to cool before they can 

participate in collisional recombination with the ions. If they are 

energetic enough to excite the 7065A line, they are too hot as a group 

to recombine with the He2
+ ions to give the 6400A radiation. 

From these considerations and interesting comparison can be made 

of the output energies resulting from each process. These are summarized 

in Table III. 

Table III 

Comparison of Measured Output Energies 

from Direct Excitation and Recombination 

at 3 Atmospheres 

Direct e-beam Excitation Recombination 
Line       (micro-Joules/liter) (micro-Joules/liter) 

5015A vL.fa 

o 

7065A ^16 
a 

6A00A <2.7 

71 

110 
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Table III serves to underscore the comments made in Section II 

that the potential for recovering much of the e-beam energy "lost" to 

ionization is quite high in recombination systems. 

Implicit in the development of data of the sort presented in 

Table III is a knowledge of lifetimes by which the peak powers are 

multiplied to estimate the output energy per pulse. The particular 

lifetimes desired are the lifetimes against recombined defined by 

equation (7), Section II. In fact, the determination of this lifetime 

is useful both as a confirmation of the recombination origin of the 

light and as an effective pulse duration to convert peak power to 

pulse energy. Such a lifetime can be determined in terms of measured 

quantities at  follows. 

Starting from the more general expression for the collisional 

recombination rate coefficient, equation (5), 

a - K[e]T,(Te/300)"9/2 .   (5) 

the continuity equation for ion density, neglecting diffusion at these 

pressures, as well as competing reactions, and assuming  [He2 ] -  [e]» 

T   ^300°,  then e 

[He2
+(t)]"<1+Tl)-  [He2

+(0)]-1+n =  (l+n)Kt . (14) 

Now it is expected that the photon emission rate in any particular 

band during the course of the stabilization of the recombination should 

approximately equal some constant fraction, f,of the recombination rate 

of the ions, which allowing for geometric collection factors and 
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sensltlvlties Implies that 

l(t) - C K [He2
+(t)]2+n 

(15) 

where C represents all collected scale factors.    Substituting (15) into 

(14) gives: 

I(t)    2+n - 1(0)" ^ 
(l+n)(CK)    2+n K (16) 

This implies that a plot of intensity to the -(l+n)/(2+n) power would 

be a linear function of time and that the slope, S, of such a curve 

would be simply the right-hand side of (16). Defining then 

_ l+n 
s = (l+n) (CK) 2+n K , (17) 

enables the effective lifetime of the collisional recombination defined 

by equation (7) to be written in terms of experimentally measured 

parameters as 

-1 
a[He2

+(0)] = Sd+n)"1^ 
l+n 

-IT 2+n 
(18) 

-1 Examination of this equation in comparison with (17) shows T " 

to be independent of the scaling of the intensity as would be expected. 

Finally considering the energy per pulse E, this can be expressed 

■li (t)dt (19) 

which becomes upon substitution from (16) 

E = 

'a>      _ i±!l 

^(0) 
}0 

l+n 2+n 
2+T1 + K(l+n) (CK)   2+ri t}   1+ri dt (20) 
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upon integration followed by substitution from (18) and (17), this becomes 

E=I(0)T0 .   (21) 

These results suggest the procedure of plotting the inverse intensity 

to the (l+n)/(2+n) pc;;or for various trial values of n between 0 and 1, 

determining the best straight line slope, if any, and then obtaining the 

recombination lifetime from (18). Equivalent pulse energies can then 

be found from (21). 

Figure 12 shows the 6400A decay to the highest useful resolution, 

40 nanoseconds per division, and Figures 13, a through d show the 

resulting plots of rM for four trial values for M, .50, .55, .60, and 

.66 corresponding to values of n equal to 0, 0.22, 0.5, and 1.0, 

respectively. 

Although there is no unequivocal choice between the four, it appears 

that n = 1 could be preferred because of the longer range of linearity 

realized. In that case, the lifetime would be 79 nanoseconds. 

Figure 14 shows the data for the relatively non-enhanced 4650A 

band suitable for an analysis similar to that for 6400A. The horizontal 

scale is again 40 nanoseconds per division and the vertical, corresponds 

to 40 watts/liter per division. Peak power can be seen to be of the 

order of 250 watts/liter. Figures 15a to d present the  inverse inten- 

sity plots for the various power of n. Any of the four are plausable 

and for consistency n = 1 was selected. This gives the lifetime of 72 

nanoseconds and hence an energy of 18 micro-Joules/liter. 

This lifetime compares favorably with that for the 6400A feature 
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Reproduced from 
bes» available copy. 

Figure 12: Time evolution of the 6400A band of recombination origin 
shown to the highest useabl-d time resolution, 40 nanoseconds 
per horizontal division. 
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Flgures 13 

Plots of inverse Intensity to the M-power as functions of decay 
time for four models of collisionally-stabilir.ed recombination. 

a) n-0; pure neutral stabilization 

b) n-0.22 

c) n-0.5 

d) n-l*0; pure electron stabilization 
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Figur« 14: Tlfic «volution of ths &6S0A b^nd of teco«tbinatlon origin 
shown to the highest oseable tistw resolution, 40 nanoseconds 
per horisontal division. 
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Plot» of Inverse Iflteatlcy to the M>j»oMer as (uactlOM of 
«lecÄy tine for four nodele of coiU^ionolly-etebiliied 
recoubloetloo. 

e)   «t«0; pure oeetral stafciUutioa 
b)   fH>.22 

C)      --0.96 

d)   (|*1.0; pure electroo »cebillMtioo 
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m4 «ttüs#t« cbe v«ltdiiy of the «.sew«?*»«« e^»«iw»ti«»4 its e^tuiloa (IS) 

that ü» ttaltc«4 imeftiicy It « coRStat»« freetloe of t3»« energy r«l»«««4 

by (he recoublAtof lte2   loea. 

the eoiiver«« MMVior was fouad for the ffecoehlMtloo poriloB 

of the decjqr of tfoe aicmiie lioe« «fcsaiMd.    Ufetite« dedoced did eot 

«tree with the fecoehloatioa rate« for the aeleculer hmta or evee with 

eech other*   UM mtmt VHitm* ■iiv-et$en<m v»« *h&*a bf th* 3 0* 2^ 
t» 

treotltloe et S87M which Is r\tpr«^u<fi4 i» figure 16 to the twsiewAr? 

200 neeoMCOttd/dlvlsloo horltoatel ecele*   The «ertleel eeele Is thle 

CAi« le 70 tiecte/Uter pet tiivlsloo glvlef e peak p-&*et of «hoot *S0 

wetM/llter.   the Ufeti?«e le «eenolooely loaf ee ceo be »ee« opoe 

lAspeetioe, md coetlets of two etopee *§ eea be eeeA fro» tue riguree 17 

e tliroogh 4 vhlch /igela preteot th« i«*efse loteoeltlee for «erlooe «n. 

For c^nsieutury dicoAlaf i|*l give lifetloee of 7S0 eod KWJ »i«}»j(w»ec*»?d« 

for the two port loos ehoun, the tliK of dlwlsloo belog ehcws 200 aeno- 

eecoada. 

CoBhlalag sowers ead lifetloee eccordlag to (21) giv» a ealue of 

caergy per polae of 1000 alcro watte/llter.   Thle la aabataatlally 

larger th« the total eoergy for the b400A hmi «ad explalaa the 

greater flla ej^oeore recorded la flgurea 7 aad 6. 

Other atWKlc lines did not *hmt the two 1Ifet I«« h^heviors but 

did «how scattered Ufetlaaa.    fteaolte for llfetlaea aad pulse eaergles 

ere collected la Table IV. 



M 

Plgur« 16t    tisn oveluUm 0t the 5875* line of reeoObioaeiefl origin 
»hoMs to the 200 eanosecoail/dlvision horlaontdl scale. 
Vertical scale Is 4S0 watts/liter. 
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Flgurat 17 

fiota ot iav«na inceosicy to ehe N-power as funcclooB of 
decay tliw for four oodela of coUlslooally-stabllited 
racooblaacioo. 

a) ti»Oi pur« oeucral «tahliltacioo 
b) iH).22 

c) f|M).5 

d) ipl.O; purs aleccron ocablUtacloo 
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Table IV 

Summary of Lifetimes and Incoherent Energies 

per Pulse of the Principal Spectral Features 

Lifetime n"l 
(nanoseconds) 

79 

72 

Wavelength Transltioi 

He2 

6400A 3s3Eu
+ * 2p3ng 

4650A 3p3na ■*■ 2s3Z + 
r 8     u 

He 

7065A 33S -»• 23P 

6678A S^ •*■ 2"^ 

5875A 33D -»• 23P 

267 

100 

750 early 
3040 late 

Energy 
(micro-Joules/liter) 

110 

18 

71 

35 

1000 

The rather extreme variation of atomic recombination lifetimes 

strongly indicates that for the production of excited atoms the assump- 

tion expressed by (15) does not hold and that the relative importance 

of the various stabilizing channels is a changing function of electron 

density and hence, time. This is in general agreement with the results 

of 0.1 atmosphere work which has demonstrated that the molecular bands 

tend to have the same time decays  in agreement with (15) while the 

o 
atomic lines do not . 

c)  Incoherent output efficiencies — From the data of Table IV and the 

input e-beam energy estimated in equation (11), the output efficiency 

can be obtained for the prominent spectral features examined. Table V 

summarizes these results. 
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Table V 

Efficiencies for the Incoherent Radiation 

Observed from the Recombination at 3 Atmospheres 

He, 

He 

Wavelength 

6400A 

4650A 

7065A 

6678A 

5875A 

Efficiency 

.005% 

.0008% 

.003% 

.0015% 

.044% 

Efficiencies are not particularly impressive but this is not 

surprizing because in the absence of a stimulated transition, at these 

electron densities a large fraction of the level to level stabilization 

should be accomplished by non-radiative transitions. According to 

theory, if a stimulated transition can be developed the energy now 

lost to the collisional channels could be tapped by a competing 

radiative transition, if strongly induced. 

d)  Inferred optical fiains ~ The gain or loss of selected transitions was 

inferred basically from the measurement of the relative enhancement of 

the feature observed in a resonant optical cavity. Interpretation of 

such data is difficult at best, but in the present case it was greatly 

facilitated by the results of a concurrent project at this institution. 

A very intensive study has recently been completed by Blanaru15 on the 
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estiwation of gain and loss in resonant optical cavities lying between 

confocal and concentric geometries. Extensive calibrations have been 

made of such cavities with helium-neon lasers to verify the interpretive 

model to +1% gain per cavity transit. Within these limits it is believed 

warranted to use the interpretative models which consisted of numerically 

integrated extensions of the early Ladenburg-Reiche method . 

The primary cavity parameter which must be determined to scale the 

measurement is a geometric efficiency, G, which essentially relates the 

total plasma volume sampled to the volume interacting with the cavity. 

It is a function of cavity length, mirror diameter, and the axial 

distance to the point of observation. The principal system parameter 

is the passive optical transmissivity, a0, of the afterglow container 

and cavity per roundtrip transit of the cavity. Assuming then a Doppler- 

broadened profile in a non-oscillating cavity the model shown in Figure 18 

was calculated for the measured value of ao=0.58 characteristic of the system 

with normal incidence quartz windows in HPAC-1. The fractional gain 

(negative) or loss (positive) values per transit of the medium are 

plotted as abscissas. Ordinates give the corresponding value of 

F = G(M-l) .   (22) 

where M. is the enhancement ratio of intensity sampled from the cavity 

to the intensity sampled by the same system with the mirror farthest 

from the point of observation covered. In the case of the measurement 

to be discussed below the geometric factor G was calculated to be 4.85. 

The particular concave mirrors used in the cavity were multi-layer 

  ■ -■■■'■ .'■■.' . .: ■,.: ■;■'■. : 
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i 

I Figure 1,8 

Plot of calculated F-factor from equation (22) as a function 
of fractional loss (+) or gain (-) coefficient per transit of 
the plasma. The value of passive optical transmissivity 
corresponding to the measured 0.58 has been used in the 
computational model. 
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-0.30 ■0.20      -0.10 0 +0.10       +0.20       +0.30 

OPTICAL LOSS  COEFFICIENK per transit) 

+0.40 
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dlelectrics selected to give maxtn.« reflection over the range 6000 to 

68O0L However, calibration ahowed mirror loaaea to be leaa than 0.5% 

at 5875i and 70651 ao that the tranamissivity coefficient would be 

perturbed leaa than +0.01 by the extension of the neasurementa to 

Include these two lines. 

Light from the cavity waa aampled from observation of the reflection 

fro. a thin plate interposed in the cavity and inclined 45« to the optical 

axis. Since the loss to the cavity contributed by the sample plate haa 

been included in the transmissivity factor a0. it can be seen that inten- 

sities reaching the detector will be down more than an order of magnitude. 

in fact, it was necessary to remove both slits fro. the 0.25«. spectro- 

meter in order to obtain useable signal to noise ratios. Consequently, 

spectral resolution was reduced to 120 I. Nevertheless, this proved 

sufficient to isolate the principal features examined. 

Figures 19 a and b show the enhancement obtained in the cavity at 

64001 and 66781. respectively. Horizontal scale is 40 nanoseconds/division. 

Reproduceability was of the order of 0.1 division. The difference in 

degree of enhancement is quite marked. The characteristic values of M 

at the curve peaks are 2.6 and 1.9 for 6400 and 6678. respectively. 

From (22) the ordinate. F for Figure 18 becomes 7.8 and 4.4. respectively, 

and correspond to a gain of 17% per transit in the first case and a gain 

of 5% in the second. 

However, the statistical uncertainty of +0.1 division in both 

elements of the ratio M for 66781. when combined according to stan- 

dard statistical procedures, serve to introduce a probable error of 
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+.2 In N and a coMequaaeo uncortainty in F bounding Is by 6.8 and 8.7. 

Pro« Figur« 18, this iaplle« a value of gain par trsmalt lying bocwaen 

IS and m and having a noalnal valua of 17X. 

Racorda of ehe regaining feaeurea In the region ac 7065A and S87SA 

are ahown in Figure« 20a and b. In ehe«« case« alitnal waa qule« low 

and oolo« a vary ««rlou« problea. Th« 7065* d«ta la Incareaclng In 

chat It ahowa a reproduceable enhanceaenc of about H - 2.5 In the 

direct excitation «pik« on th« leading odge and M £ 2.0 in th« after- 

glow tall. Th« diffor«nc« 1« bocween on laplied 162 gain per tranait 

and a nominal 82 gain. 

Analyai« of the 5875A data is defeated by the nois« although aoa« 

evidence can be Inferred for a change from small loss to small gain as 

the decay proceeds. 

e 
Figure 21 shows the enhancement of the Äg50A band in the same optical 

geometry as the red data jupt presented, but with the mirrors icplaced 

with a concave pair having naxlmum reflectivity spanning the range 3950 
e 

to A700A. Absorption could be expected for this transition due to the 

metastabllity of the lower 283i:u
+ state. This was, in fact, observed 

at the peak, the ratio M from Figure 21 being 1.46 and the consequent 

F, 2.23. This is beyond the range of validity of the model presented 

in Figure 18 but extrapolatlve indications imply an absorption coeffi- 

cient of 0.23 per transit, which is a loss in excess of 232. 

The results of these measurements are summarized in Table VI. 
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Flgure 21: Tloe-resolved «!nhancemcni of intensity of the absorptive A650A 
bond of He2 obsei-vad in tl,. near-confocal cavity during single 
e-^eam excitations at 3 atmospheres of helium. Horlzonta? scale 
1« 40 nanoseconds/division. 
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UAveUflgCit 

7065A 

6678A 

6400A 

5875A 

4650A 

Tabl« VI 

Optical Calf» P«r Cavity Tranalt 

Infarrad tnn Haai»ur«««»t 

Cavlcy Eohancaaeat Ratio, M 

-W2.5, aatly 

1.9 

2.6 

*2.0 

•vl.4« 

Coafeielaat 
GaiA(LoM) par tranalt 

M).16 

0.05 

0.17 

0.08 

MO. 23) 

c™.««!^ ch. ..v.r, .l,Ml-cM.l« P»M- ta *. «-••' "- 

.u« „a i«ru ««r. «>y *• —«—- « W7M "d M0,A •houW 

„. .«.Id.«- UdlCl«.   ***». .i»« th. PX— l.n.th U »ly 

...b.tmlU »d c«.«,».«!, .« coMld.r.bl. 1*«««. t. ,l»n.d 

ft.,.« .»,.. of th. »...tch.   Th. l^lictl«. .r. .u-.ru.d in 

the next section. 
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V. IWUCATIOWS 

The wvt avideat Itsplicauon of ehe technical results presented la the 

previous section Is that had Brewster windows been used on UPAC-l, it would 

have lased at 6400A at only 3 ntaospheres pressure. It should sgaln be 

eaphaslted that this Is gain »assured transversely to the e-beaa over a 

relatively narrow coluon of afterglow. Such a result projects well to the 

planned higher-pressure cases In which the transverse dlnenslon exceeds the 

range of the e-besa. 

The aore subtle iopllcatlons are perhaps even »ore laportant. In particular: 

(1) The results suaaarlzed In Table III suggest that In heliua collisional 

recoabination does in fact offer a eechaaiso for optically recovering the 

oajority of the excitation energy lost to Ionisation and wasted in analogous 

;•., and H, e-beaa laser systems. 

(2) The relatively short lifetiMS suomarized for the He« system in Table IV 

indicate  that if these are in fact recombination lifetimes, as is indicated 

by the reciprocal plots such as Figures 13a through d, then the possibilitv 

of unreali.'.ed higher order terms slowing tha recombination has not yet 

become a problem at 3 atmospheres. This Is of considerable significance, 

as is indicated in Figure 22, because now the range of paraaeters spanned 

by extrapolations to the objective lifetime of a nanosecond is small com- 

pared to the range over which measurements tre available. 

Neither the reheating of the electrons by the stabilizing processes 

nor an unexpected saturation of the sequence has become a problem. As can 

be seen, the experimental point at 3 atmospheres is consistent \ith 
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FigurQ 22 

Lifetines aa a function of pressure exciced by Che e-beam 
of the sources of population of states resulting fron the 
colllslonally-stablllzeü recombination of helium Ions. 
Theory Is shown by solid bars and experiment by open circles. 
Values are marked on the bars which correspond to the rdectron 
temperatures Indicated. 
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theoretlcal calculations at an electron temperature of 1000oK. This 

temperature is in turn consistent with the extrapolations of the thermal 

11 12 
economy calculations '  which predict the degree of temperature rise 

produced by the superelastic stabilizing collisions. 

Clearly there is a much stronger basis for extrapolating the results 

of both experiments at 0.1 atmosphere and 3.0 atmospheres to a lifetime 

of a few nanoseconc's at 20 atmospheres than there was initially on the 

basis of the first measurement alone. In fact, the recombination rate 

coefficient corresponding to the 75 nanosecond lifetime and electron 

density [e] - 5 x 1014 cm~3 is 

—8  3   —1 
a " 2.7 x 10  cm sec" ,   (23) 

and represents one of the largest values measured for collisional recom- 

bination in the absence of dissociative recombination.  It is confirming 

evidence that the parameterizations such as (4) can indeed be considered 

valid to such large values. 

(3)  The implication of the rather low efficiencies for the incoherent emission 

of radiation from the recombination as shown in Table V is that much of the 

stabilization is carried by non-radiative collisional channels. However, 

in this case, the prospect for reducing the importance of such channels 

by the competition from a lasing channel is good in view of the high 

preliminary values of gain. Figure 23 presents the comparison of experi- 

ment and theory as a guide to potential extrapolation of energy available 
o 

in the 6400A band.  The present experiment is about three orders of magni- 

tude below the energy corresponding to the quantum efficiency of the 

-"&"""»»»<!«»*«s.B«ii,v;iiÄ, 
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Figure 23 
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transition. The Improvemeht introduced by lasing is a very important 

parameter to obtain. 
o 

(4) Finally it should be re-emphasized that the gain inferred in the 6400A 

transition indicates that the system should läse in an afterglow container 

having Brewster-angle windows and the same excitation conditions. The 

difficulty in constructing high-pressure, UHV-quality, Brewster-angle 

windows had prevented their implementation on HPAC-1. However, the 

windows have now been fabricated and are scheduled to be installed with 

HPAC-2 which will allow operation to 20 atmospheres. Then the critical 

test of the gain measurements can be performed. 
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